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Abstract 

A tactile music sheet renders standard music sheets in bas-relief, so that blind people, 
too, may accede to the contents thereof, in the immediacy of sighted people. Such 
rendering system entails customized stylizing (in terms of decisions about sizes, 
proportions, discriminative resolutions, density of details, choice of extra symbolism…) 
based on each blind person’s specific literacy, tactile acuity, sensitivity, education, and a 
number of further similar variables. A theory of the topic would require results of long 
term experiments. 
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The tactile music sheet actually names the standard musical scores that have been (more 
or less intensely) processed into some form of bas-relief, fingertips away for the blind to 
be able to read. 

The tactile music sheet can be construed as a revolution in cognitive musicology, 
aggregating trans-disciplinary research in conjugated cognitive sciences, i.e. mainly 
psychology, artificial intelligence, neural sciences and education. 

Our article presents two research stories around quoted tactile music sheet, as distinct, 
consistent and complementary, the former being developed by associated teams in 
Romania and Poland (starting 2008), the latter in Wisconsin-Madison University, USA 
(about 2013-2015), as the personal vision of Yeaji Kim, South-Korean blind pianist on a 
university grant in the USA, technically assisted by a team in the same university; and it 
advances a general assessment of the tactile score, as a synthetic Braille-type music 
notation, i.e. actually dots patterns set against a grid here materialized and raised as well. 



We wish to promote such research; assiduous championing is needed to boost the 
credibility of such method high enough so robust experiments can start, taking 
conclusions to some next level validation.  

TIMIȘOARA, BUCHAREST AND POZNAN 

In 2007, employed in a school for the sight deficient, I initiated a research study supposed 
to determine the versatility of tactility acquired through Braille education in young age; 
more specifically, to determine the possibility for alternatives (to Braille) existing for 
children to be educated thereby, in school or outside, during the children’s leisure or 
family time – dinner time, weekend, holidays...   

I thus taught a clever 9 years old child, educated in Braille, left in my care during holidays, 
to master reading/writing Latin Alphabet in no longer than one week. A short didactic 
youtube film, recorded for a conference in Sofia – Bulgaria, speaks louder than words 
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxKfvhng41U). The child immensely enjoyed what seemed 
to her a mind game, strongly motivated by the thought that she would be able to write 
letters for her mother to read, plus she would be able to go and write on the blackboard 
in letters that all her colleagues would understand. 

In the following school year, two of the child’s friends successfully embarked in such type 
of learning. I then took my research over to the Arts Faculty, UVT, and coached Orsoya 
Mezei for her Master’s dissertation: an embossed illustrated ABC (2010-2011, guided by 
Prof. Adriana Lucaciu, Ph.D. Orsoya’s ABC is (starting 2011) in use, in Sibiu, as blind 
educator Ittu Liviu devised his own ABC, based on Mezei’s. At that time, Prof. Lucaciu had 
already guided Eniko Kallman, also a Master's student, for a project where a story (Old 
Father’s Daughter and Old Mother’s) was made as 2D pages interspersed with bas-relief 
illustrations, plus the four characters made as 3D (puppets). 

Those three children who learnt to operate with the Latin Alphabet and Arabic digits 
happened to be musical; thus the concept of the tactile music sheet came to life, as a 
distant follow up goal. As looking for similar research on the www, we one day found the 
site of a company based in Augsburg which (at that time, around 2008) printed tactile 
music sheets on commission, probably for musicians educated as sighted persons gone 
blind in old age, or with some disease, or by accident. Such site vanished leaving no trace 
behind before we had a chance to save any information about it, meaning that no one 
ordered those music sheets, and the genius manager  discarded the idea altogether.  

The point is that we claim no priority for our research, developed before Yeaji Kim had a 
chance to imagine it. Raised staves figure on wedding cards these days, conversion 
boards (to Braille) figure raised notes... any sighted person potentially having had a 
fugitive glimpse thereof, whether remembering it or not. Whereas the South-Korean 
pianist totally dreamt of her 3D music sheet, deducing, inducing and extracting it from the 
inner frustrations of a blind musician, no doubt experiencing it as an existential personal 
adventure. We wish Kim and her research a bright future, and we aim to help. The history 
of research is a place for synchronicities, but the tactile music sheet should carry on Yeaji 
Kim’s name.  

A new prospect opened: letters and digits could come as the package of the music sheet, 
i.e. dots arranged on a five-line grid pattern, actually a different type of Braille. Should it 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxKfvhng41U


ever happen (we fantasized) that reading/writing in raised Latin Alphabet were to (one 
distant day) supplant dotty Braille in general education of the blind, Louis Braille would 
still stay forever tall in music education, for inspiring the tactile music sheet. 

In 2009, the tactile music sheet was validated by IRSCA-Gifted Education (an institute led 
by Prof.Florian Colceag, Ph.D, doing research on issues tangent to over giftedness) where 
I explained the concept to teachers and parents in the institute’s summer camp, at Lugoj. 

In 2010, I decided to conclude my Master’s in the field of managing human resources with 
a dissertation involving the tactile music sheet. I entitled the dissertation Educația 
muzicală pentru excelență a copilului nevăzător (Education for music of the musical blind 
child), approaching the tactile music sheet as an education method for music of the blind 
child in regular arts schools, given the lack of existing arts schools dedicated to children 
with sensory disabilities in Romania. I thus highlighted the need for an efficient type 
management that should render universities more accessible to the blind, no standard 
Braille systems implied, no personal sighted assistant needed. 

Same 2010, I took the tactile music sheet to a music conference in Timișoara, at that time 
Prof. Constantin Râpă, Ph.D (in the audience) saying a doctoral thesis on the topic is in 
order and we further debated the topic realizing that, by Romanian standards for doctoral 
studies, such thesis would imply years of experiments with blind people of various ages, 
IQ, literacy and tactile sensitivity, more or less educated... actually a task for a very long 
time team work. 

Over the school year 2011-12 Dan Patzelt (see simtearta.wordpress.com) joined our 
research, or rather we joined his: his project targeted museums, aiming to increase 
accessibility thereof to people with disabilities – sensory and not only; similarly, Jaroslaw 
Urbanski, in his capacity of Manager General of Harpo -Poland, (www.harpo.com.pl.) 
involved himself not only in printing raised staves, but also taking those samples of tactile 
music sheets to a monastery close to Poznan which educated blind children, for music 
included; but no teacher there trusted the concept enough to start testing it. Harpo is a 
company dedicated to computer assisted education of the blind, today’s second world 
producer of swelling paper. Mr. Jaroslaw Urbanski thought about raising a score written 
by some computer specific soft, by a PIAF printer, thus resulting a music sheet printable in 
industrial series. In raised etching there is the possibility for small series works (also based 
on the readability of the negative) but, other than that, music scores samples for testing 
were artisanal before ( i.e. made in unique copies), a routine quite common with artisanal 
books imagined for the blind child, where illustrations are made in all type materials, 
meant to boost infant creativity. 

Such co-working of our teams opened wider horizons, into a prospect of expanded 
bearings, virtual to the music sheet, as seen like an object dedicated to an aspect totally 
overlooked by music Braille: sound architecture, to be perceived as spatial planning, by 
contrast Braille music being descriptive, analytical.  

Around the same time we also met Ann Cunningham, an author of family story books 
with illustrations in bas relief also wonderful to see by the sighted 
persons.www.sensationalbooks.com/about.html. Ann, a sculptor, dedicated herself to art 
for the blind, a field highly specialized and branching: there is one type of art for those 

http://www.harpo.com.pl/
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who have never benefited from the sense of sight, expressing their vision of the world 
through their art; and a totally different one for the blind who recreate the world whose 
shapes and colors they once knew. 

About the same time, our music sheets were certified for readability by Camelia Gurgu, 
psychologist, educated as a blind person for years before surgery gave her back enough 
sight to be able to live a normal life and attend a standard school; also, by Andrei Strătilă 
(www.facebook.com/Asociatia-pentru-Integrarea-Persoanelor-cu-Deficiente-
307036476046789/?pnref=about.overview) a blind person who was able to play the 
music in our tactile sheets, if we made slight adjustments, mainly in terms of resolution 
(and other type sizing). Andrei also said – memorably, if not downright prophetically – 
that anyone who researches for the blind should do it with the blind: Yeaji Kim did exactly 
as requested by Andrei, bringing to life her vision from inside their own world. 

Where we stand now with our tactile music sheet: as long as no blind person, or else 
educator of the blind, is curious or confident enough to try this method, in an honest to 
wish to overreach it, such method will stagnate. 

WISCONSIN-MADISON UNIVERSITY, USA 

We only have scant, indirect, information on the history of Yeaji Kim’s discovery.  

As per www and youtube data, it was some time around 2013-2015 that she had a vision 
of the tactile music sheet, put it down in some resin pen, wrote a doctoral thesis about it, 
called the novel thing 3D tactile music sheet and agreed with her colleagues’ solution for 
furthering the research, i.e. get a patent for the music sheet as a 3D printed object.  

Mr. Aquite (in 3D Printing Industry Company) saw a video of Yeaji Kim, who was 
completing her PhD in Wisconsin-Madison University. Kim, who, as an educated blind 
musician, used Braille scores, found those still lacking information traditionally included 
on sheet music, and invented the system in which the musical notation imparted the 
music sheet a tactility discriminative enough for a poor sighted, or blind, musician to read 
by touch, a sighted person (i.e. the teacher) also being able to read it, visually.  

Mr. Aquite, who researched 3D printing technology, realized he could use 3D printing to 
help Kim create 3D musical scores. He talked to Mr. Osswald, and they approached Kim to 
collaborate. A team of Mr. Osswald's undergraduate and graduate students then 
researched ways to reach a level of accuracy of the 3D-printed music score comparable 
with that of the standard (2D) scores. 

However, no news on the www about Yeaji Kimsince 2015, when she went back to South 
Korea, probably indicates that this piano teacher found no student to teach by making 
use of her revolutionary method; or else that possibly she tired off, or even that, finding 
herself alone on such new territory, she may have started doubting the importance of her 
own invention. (seewww.youtube.com/watch?v=5cQneGF-JQY) 

PRO MUSIC BACKGROUND FACTORS OF THE TACTILE MUSIC SHEET 

All blind people live immersed in sound (in vibrations actually) and all should be educated 
for music. 

http://www.facebook.com/Asociatia-pentru-Integrarea-Persoanelor-cu-Deficiente-307036476046789/?pnref=about.overview
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Education for music will develop any person’s sensitivity, let alone the blind person’s, for 
whom sound is the matter by which he/she reconstructs the distant, out of reach, world 
around. Since very early childhood, music is the carrier of harmony equating pleasure, vs. 
disharmony equating repulsion; of merry making as beating sadness; of fun as beating 
drama; of activation versus soporific; briefly – of knowledge about all such 
complementary states of spirit, education thereof taking the person from intuition to 
intellectual development, and from ignorance to knowledge.   

The young educable child has already experienced sound as early as fetus stage, falling 
asleep when lulled asleep, crying or laughing to various types of sound emissions, or 
imitating adult voice, so that not seldom one could come across children who sing before 
they can speak, or dance before they can walk. 

In kindergarten a child will react to the worded contents of a song as associated with the 
melody character, knowing by instinct when something is inconsistent or downright 
wrong; while as, once in school,  a child is more and more exposed to fashions, distorting 
his natural development, the reason why education for music seems imperative, if the 
child is to have the chance to choose still: if uneducated for music, a person will live his 
life at the mercy of the loud compound societal noise, mistaken for music. So if music 
teachers do not teach music to children in due time, who will and when? Any time later 
may prove to be too late. 

Neuropsychology says our emotion center of the brain is in our thalamus, while the 
hypothalamus regulates our basic physiological functions, our right side cortex hosting 
the neural network specialized in processing music, the network responsible for 
perception being mostly hosted in the left side cortex, closely tied to the neural locations 
where speech and affections are processed.  

How do the neuronal and the psychological level interact? 

By music, a mix of sounds structured similarly to natural languages, acting directly upon 
the neural system, a seat, as well, of motivation; when willingly listening to music, as a 
decision, we self-educate ourselves, by stimulating the centers responsible for processing 
sound input into a personal experience of feeling and attitude, for we will have directed 
our attention to a goal, co-coordinating sensorial information, attention and power of will 
into a specific way of understanding music. The children educated for music prove 
themselves more sensitive, creative, perseverant, self-controlled and independent, plus 
integrity, the prerequisite of a distinctly assertive personality. 

The blind child will tend to overdevelop his spatial and temporal orientation, based on 
reception of sound, noise, and sound-noise mix, his psychological development under 
specific educational systems helping him organize his thought processes on basic factors 
such as time, space, movement and amount, as detected by analogy between readings 
and listening to music which, together, make up for visualized beauty. The blind child will 
reconstruct the world through tactility, enhanced by all of his perceptions complementary 
to touch: what most propitious, than actually touching music? Is not a standard music 
sheet a thing we know by touching it with our sight, in the sighted world?  Is not vision 
(or, for the blind child, tactile image) the main prop our memory has got? Musical 
memory will, thus, be best served by a synthetic music sheet, rather than an analytic, 
additive one. Musical memory, an exceptional catalyst of our simultaneous 



reminiscences, whether imaginative or verbalized, is basic for any musician, helping him 
acquire and structure personal archives, expressing his unique, personal type, self. Most 
importantly, it is educable, i.e. ameliorable, by specific strategies actuating our cognitive 
functions, thereby generating knowledge. 

The blind child’s imagination needs paramount preoccupation, and the test of inner 
development is always self-expression. A child coming to the teacher’s desk saying “I 
made this little song, will you help me write it?” is most commonly met with, in the music 
school. There used to be a tradition in the 18th century, lost in the 19th, of musical stories, 
where the middle section of page was a musical score, while all around it the characters 
paraded. This is the point we make, associating the tactile music sheet to tactile art: an 
artist dedicated to the blind is as rarely found as a musician, though a blind child’s 
development is well known to be based on his creative imagination, in turn dependent of 
his insight, also educable, besides the logical thinking operations, his intellectual abilities 
developing thereby. 

Just like the sighted child, a blind child needs to be able to read, and also write his music. 
In our experiments we realized that (surprisingly) the blind child can transfer his literary 
Braille abilities to tactile sheet reading (and, eventually, writing), by decoding right to left 
on the back of the sheet, negative markings included (of the stave lines, and bars). The 
education for music of the blind child by hearsay will be shallow and will stop at a point 
far from the tops needing to be reached. Sadly, the reason why great blind musicians are 
so rare is that Braille experts are no musicians, while all musicians will not learn Braille. 

Cognitive acquisition codes (i.e. specialized communication systems) need to be 
corroborated with integrative activities codes, by which a special child becomes a societal 
human being, living among peers, by shared rulings. Undoubtedly, cognitive acquisition 
codes, as carried on by tradition but prone to change by technology, will help a special 
child reach a point superior to what he could achieve by natural endowment; however, 
high school can only be school for all, and the special child who cannot cope is lost in 
regard to attaining excellence. The blind child educated in special schools will learn not 
one, but more Braille codes, exceptionally developing his intellectual transfer abilities, 
and analogical thinking. He will thereby easily learn new codes, if he needs them. In deaf-
blindness the speechless deaf-blinds learn speech and are written letter-words onto their 
palm, to be able to communicate. If the deaf-blind are able to reach at such exceptional 
standards, all the more so are the blind, which can control sound in all of its possibilities, 
music included. 

How will communicate a blind child, when out of school? By the integrative codes he has 
acquired. In terms of music, a tactile music sheet is a shared acquisition, where every 
mark is decoded by all alike. We advocate balancing the two type codes, for personal 
development and a happy life among his peers.  

TACTILE SCORE CONTENTS 

A tactile score needs to provide accurate readability of three type representations: the 
five lines of the stave and the bar lines, thinnest; the notes, best enhanced; and all the 
extra-symbolism, like words letters, digits, clefs, key signatures… enhanced to a degree in-



between the last two, existing the possibility for the swelling paper to raise above page 
based on how thin a line is drawn – the thinnest the slightest. 

For letters, digits and extra-symbolism to be acceptably offered to decoding, a blind 
person needs to be educated in the spirit of inclusiveness; for an infant, it would mean 
that the parents and the school teach the child, besides Braille (the standard language of 
cognition) the codes of inclusiveness, to the point that a child writes squared letters 
inside the cells of his slate, and reads raised lettered texts, or calculus expressed in digits. 
Though not very much known or promoted, the fact is that many schools do offer this 
type education. Tactile arts, however are more rarely offered, and they should also help 
raise a child’s awareness of the world in emotional terms, arts being all about emotional 
representations. 

Here is an extract from a famous letter, expressing the debate around Braille vs. Latin 
Alphabet dilemma. Actually the odds are changing, in time, but several solutions to an 
issue have never hurt anyone yet. 

A paper read before the world's congress of educators of the blind, at the Art Institute, 
Chicago, July 19, 1893, by Frank Rainey, Superintendent Institution for the education of 
the blind, Austin, Texas,      U. S. A. (archive.org/details/romanletterapap00raingoog) 

“These blind persons also make appeal for all practical seeing methods, such as Kneass' 
literary notation of music; the Arabic type for arithmetic, and the cardboard for pencil 
writing.  

Why deny them seeing methods? Must a blind child grow to the age of youth, from youth 
to manhood, from manhood to middle age, from middle age to senility, and then topple 
from the pedestal of life into the abyss of eternity without having the slightest idea of the 
characters and methods used by the seeing world; dying as a foreigner in the bosom of 
his family, save only in acquaintanceship, wondering what sort of character his mother 
used when reading a prayer she would have it repeat before she laid him down to sleep? 
Give this class of the blind at least a chance to lift themselves out of their own sphere, 
that they may live, not as objects of mystery, but as peers of any whom they may meet.” 

 

It should be mentioned that Yeaji Kim’s enthusiasm about her own vision, and the sheer 
joy she derives from playing after finger-reading music sheets identical with the sighted 
world’s, all but by height above page, is derived from the intricacy of the Braille music, a 
system so complicated that practically no musician learns, and very few of the blind can, 
for symbol after symbol are added up and read one by one to describe one and only note, 
whereas a tactile music sheet would draw upon its structured representations of 
synchronicity. 

 Briefly, as per data aten.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braille_music: originally developed by Louis 
Braille, Braille music comes in patterns similar to literary Braille, assigning specific 
meaning to each Braille symbol or group of symbols, different from literary Braille. Braille 
music has its own syntax, abbreviations and conventions, tending to become 
cumbersome for an infinity of reasons, a few only being mentioned below.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_Braille
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_Braille


A single symbol indicates both pitch and length of a note; an octave mark is provided 
before the note symbol; musical indications – whether words or groups of letters - are 
inserted in line with the note and rhythm symbol, preceded by an indication (a sign) that 
the system has switched to literary Braille, and there are musical signs for slurs, for 
staccato or tenuto, placed before the note or chord they pertain to. 

Similarly to Braille specialized for mathematics, or chemistry, i.e. additive in principle, 
Braille music tends to be lengthy, so a system of repetition symbols are operational in 
order to reduce score length, including indications for (small) groups of measure to be 
repeated. Braille music being thus linear, when more than one note is played together 
with another one the modern convention is to indicate the main note and the intervals 
symbols going up (for left hand) and down (for the right note). The notes played 
simultaneously are aligned vertically; but the blind musician will typically read one staff 
by one hand, while the other hand plays. So other type formats are also in use, like bar 
over bar or line over line, as well as bar by bar. Because of the intricacy of both original 
notation, and transposition system, a host of transcribers transpose in Braille classical 
scores, and to make complex things more complex, sometimes cultural differences act in, 
although attempts are made for unification, there existing, since 1997, a Braille Music 
Code and the New International Manual of Braille Music Notation.  

The tactile music sheets would have none of such problems, even though it would have 
problems of its own, of planning for accurate reading. 

One such problem would be resolution: even though standard spacing recommendations 
do exist, as well as for lengths, widths and heights for enhanced symbolism, factually each 
person will have his own discriminative capacity, based on education and disability 
intensity. The way round such problem, especially in extreme cases (very young children, 
totally blind poorly educated persons…) music sheets can be prepared for enhancing (by 
specific recommendations in terms of symbolism density) as regular 2D sheets, to be 
enhanced by the owner of the page, according to his attested capacity. Also, by the same 
principle, Braille music notation may be added or not, as the owner would feel most 
comfortable with, the two being, in various subjectively perceived degrees, 
complementary.  

The pace at which learning happens should not be a problem, pace being, also, a highly 
personal aspect. There is no justification in adopting a style based on facility, hence high 
acquisition speed. The true purpose of education keeps a person inside the area of 
cultural identity, and it means it will never be mistaken for goals. The young Chinese take 
seven years to be able to express themselves in their own culture, which is the goal. We 
will not generalize Morse system because it is more easily learnt and practiced, and audio 
books in national languages will be supplanted by neither tapes in Morse, nor in 
Esperanto, which are said to be common culture, yet no one outside their narrow circles 
uses. 

A tactile music sheet may not be the easiest thing a blind person can get familiar with, 
and acquire or master. Still it is an integrative method, which would enable anyone with a 
little knowledge about music to share it with a beginner, not to mention what the 
hundred teachers a young musician needs to grow with and by, could impart him.   

http://www.brl.org/music/index.html
http://www.brl.org/music/index.html
http://www.opustec.com/products/newintl/newbrl.html


CONCLUSIONS 

Musical gifted-education is only possible in highly specialized music schools, which is 
currently an  inaccessible milieu to the blind child.  

The tactile music sheet method would make it possible for the blind child to accede to 
such special schools, where the sighted staff would need no special schooling (in Braille) 
and where the blind child would be able to finger read the music printed materials 
needing but little schooling, as, let us say it again and again, it so happens that the tactile 
score is already a natural sort of Braille, thus shared by sighted world and those who 
cannot see., 

Ultimately, access to quality music education is a matter of individual vocation and 
societal inclusion, for the blind; first and foremost, however, it is a lot more, i.e. it is a 
matter of self-awareness, self-expression, self-construction: music is the kind of discipline 
that makes us more versatile, sensitive and sensible, willful and powerful, in Henry 
James’s words richly aware and finely responsible.  

The role of music in a blind child’s life is overwhelming.  

To the blind child, sound is also image: he will use sound information to reconstruct, 
analytically, space, and a mind-pattern/image of our rock-solid reality, which, when out of 
finger-reach, is to him still virtual. 

Science it has not yet been proved that the blind direct themselves by some sort of eco-
location; which they, unawares, surely do; nor did it quantify, yet, what exactly music 
does for us all, let alone for the blind, in terms of bridging, harmonizing and balancing our 
two brains hemispheres; sound, a synthetic conditioner, prompts and enhances a blind 
child’s development of emotional and cognitive intelligence, also his adaptive skills and 
most of the socializing he would ever do, to quote only the basic of such essential tools. 

We know of no music teacher teaching Braille music to anyone, a just about perfect 
system, which facts seem to prove impractical. Most schools for the sight deficient are 
attended by poor-sighted and blind together with all sorts of associated deficiency. 
Worldwide, statistics report the totally blind to be around 40 million, while the so poorly 
sighted that they cannot read would amount to 300 million; by practicing music, they all 
could enliven and enrich their lives, sharing this type of vital experience with the sighted 
community wherein they would feel better integrated, as peers.  

Yeaji Kim’s experience proved our research valid, beyond the shadow of a doubt. 
However, before the method can be spread around and be fully enjoyed, year-long 
testing on age groups and other factors groups needs be run, recorded, analyzed and 
brought to neat conclusions. We are highly interested in anyone running such research. 

On the high ground part of our research, we can safely say that cultivating the tactile 
symbolism and imagery implied in music sheet literacy will educate the blind all the more 
for getting an expertise in enhanced 2D representation, an essential prerequisite of any 
child’s development of abstract, intellectual, thinking; should any educator find the 
process too difficult for the blind to even try, may they be reminded that the very Braille 
education prepares the way for 2D intellectualization, by exercising the left/right 



symmetry they practice in reading/writing. At the far end of such road, the bonus is a 
propensity for tactile art, a trend of rising status in the western world, where the tactile 
fairy tale is routine. 

Let it be also reminded here that Yeaji Kim is fully backed by the American expert 
musicians she worked with, if only quoting Todd Welbourne and Jessica Johnson’s 
testimonies on the www (and youtube www.youtube.com/watch?v=5cQneGF-JQY) where 
they proclaim such type of education needed and revolutionary. We did come into all 
sorts of problems with the differences of scores, says Todd Welbourne. And Jessica 
Johnson exclaims: “I don’t even know how to talk about this [type of scores, Braille music] 
We’re playing in the dark. So when Yeaji started talking about doing something for the 
accessibility of music, to really change the way that visually impaired students can study 
piano… I was really excited about that. It is something that you really change the world 
with, that way.” While Yeaji Kim emotes: “Amazing! They [notes] are linked… in a chord! 
A chord! I cannot get [this] from that [Braille] score!” See for yourselves Yeaji Kim’s 
excitement as she reads a tactile simultaneous chord that she had known all about, all 
along, analytically, but never before visualized the shape of, the looks, her teachers 
joining her in the excitement she experiences. By contrast, we could persuade no school 
teacher here to work with a blind child in any way other than you do like me.  

In IRIS School for the Blind in Timișoara, a quartet of young girls have been training their 
voices for years in view of music, saying that it is their dream to further their studies in a 
music faculty. Providing tactile music sheets for them would definitely help their dream 
come true. First steps first on a long way to go. 
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